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IN GOOD COMPANY

Creative curiosity is inherent to Carnegie, as is our commitment to quality, 
performance, and sustainability. As a design company focused on driving 
innovation, we are dedicated to the development of high performing, 
environmentally responsible materials for building interiors. That steadfast 
commitment has led to breakthrough fabric introductions, such as Xorel  
and Xorel Biobased, that are unrivaled in form, function, and  
environmental performance. 

Based in New York City, the Carnegie Creative Studio is dedicated to 
exploration, research, and material innovation. Our talented and diverse 
team includes textile designers, weavers, painters, and graphic designers 
committed to examining new technologies. This commitment allows us 
to create bespoke materials for our clients—an ability unsurpassed in the 
industry. We invite you to visit when you are in the area and discover the 
possibilities of partnering with Carnegie.

Carnegie is a  
Certified B Corporation

B Corp certification is a rigorous  
third party assessment performed 
by the non profit organization  
B Lab. B Corporations are a new 
kind of company that uses the 
power of business to solve social 
and environmental problems.

bcorporation.net

Carnegie is a  
Member of Be Original

Be Original Americas is committed  
to informing, educating and  
influencing manufacturers, design 
professionals and individuals  
on the economic, ethical, and 
environmental value of authentic  
design while preserving and 
investing in its future.

beoriginalamericas.com

Carnegie is a  
PVC Free Company

Carnegie was the first and  
remains the only dedicated  
PVC Free company in our industry.  
Our mission is to work tirelessly  
to replace vinyl products with 
more environmentally  
intelligent materials.

Introducing Xorel Knit, a breakthrough material that 
leverages the exceptional performance and beauty 
of Xorel with the application versatility of a knitted 
textile. Specifically engineered to upholster, it has 
the flexibility to hug the dramatic shapes of  
modern furniture. The remarkable combination  
of functionality and sustainability makes Xorel Knit  
a textile like no other.

XOREL KNIT
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To create Xorel Knit, the Carnegie 
Creative team became completely 
immersed in building a one-of-a-kind 
knitting machine that would produce  
a textile unlike any other in the brand’s  
38-year history. This textile is designed  
first and foremost for upholstery use:  
with the ability to wrap and hug 
extremely complex curves.

INNOVATION

Swerve Knit, Color 25
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A NEW MATERIAL

With visual depth, dimension and a low lustre, 
Xorel Knit has its own ambiance. The crisp hand 
speaks to its strength as a high performance 
material that can take shapes, resist abuse and 
be easily cleaned.

Swerve Knit, Color 23
Zoom Knit, Color 40

Bungee Knit, Color 31
Snap  Knit, Color 3 
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THE XOREL PROMISE

Xorel Knit continues the legacy of beauty, performance and 
sustainability. Carnegie now offers a Xorel solution for seating and 
other complex shapes as revolutionary as it did for walls and panels 
four decades ago.

Carnegie x Versteel Carnegie x IOACarnegie’s Boost Ottoman
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Xorel Knit exceeds 250,000 double-rubs in abrasion. Xorel is 
solution dyed, bleach cleanable without any added coatings or 
finishes, and is even puncture resistant when upholstered. It is 
Cradle to Cradle certified at the Silver level.

KEY FEATURES

VERSATILITY

Ability to be applied  
in a wide variety  

of end uses. 

FLEXIBILITY

Designed to upholster 
and fit the form 

of curved shapes.

SUSTAINABILITY

Cradle to Cradle Silver 
certified and passes  
the highest indoor  

air quality standards.

ACOUSTICS

Knit structure is open to 
allow sound to pass through 

to an acoustic core.

XOREL BRAND

Carnegie’s high performance, 
innovative and sustainable 

interior textile.

DURABILITY

Tear, abrasion,  
impact resistant.

Cleanable, antibacterial.

Carnegie x Versteel
Snap Knit, Color 1
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Carnegie x IOA
Carnegie x Hightower
Swerve Knit, Color 25
Zoom Knit, Color 42 Bungee Knit, Color 35
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VERSATILITY

Limitless application possibilities to meet the  
material performance demands of today’s  
flexible and adaptable interior environments.

Privacy

Auditorium SeatingSpace DivisionBenches

ChairsCushions/Pads

Poufs/Ottomans Desk DividersAcoustical Panels
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Material: 100% IFR Xorel

Width: 72”

Cleaning Code: WS & BC - Water/Solvent &  
Bleach Cleanable

Durability: No wear 250,000 double-rubs

Acoustics: NRC of 1.05 when wrapped on a 2” thick panel 
Test Method ASTM C423

ACT Symbols: 

Flame Retardancy: 
CTB 117-2013

NFPA 260 Class 1

ASTM E84 Class A / Class 1

NFPA 265 Room Corner Test

Laboratory (UL) 1286 Flammability Requirements

ECO Info: 
Cradle to Cradle Certified Silver

facts Certified Silver

SCS Indoor Advantage Gold

Free of PVC, chlorine, plasticizers, heavy metals, ozone 
depleting chemicals

No topical finishes

Extremely low VOCs, antimicrobial,  
safely disposable

Responsible Return Program

SPECIFICATIONS

Swerve Knit, Color 26
Snap Knit, Color 8
Snap Knit, Color 7
Bungee Knit, Color 34 

Carnegie’s Boost Ottoman
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Contact Us

Order a Sample

Email
service@carnegiefabrics.com

Phone
1-800-727-6770

Find Your Rep
carnegiefabrics.com/us-sales

Design Ally Services 
(Curated Samples)
carnegiefabrics.com/design-ally

To order samples visit  
our website or contact  
samples@carnegiefabrics.com

Carnegie Headquarters

110 North Centre Avenue
Rockville Centre, NY 11570
T 1-516-678-6770 
F 1-516-678-6875
service@carnegiefabrics.com

Carnegie Creative Studio
41 West 25th Street, 9th floor
New York, NY 10010
T 1-212-627-2060 
F 1-212-627-2129
service@carnegiefabrics.com

Showrooms

New York City
41 West 25th Street, 8th floor
New York, NY 10010 
T 1-212-627-2060 
F 1-212-627-2129
nyshowroom@carnegiefabrics.com

Chicago
222 Merchandise Mart Plaza,  
Ste. 10-112  
Chicago, IL 60654 
T 1-312-464-9376 
F 1-312-464-9571
chicagoshowroom@carnegiefabrics.com

© 2019 Carnegie Fabrics, LLC. Printed on recycled paper.

Carnegie is a PVC-free company.
For more information visit carnegiefabrics.com

WHY XOREL

Xorel has been meeting the challenge of 
the world’s most demanding environments 
for more than 30 years. Its combination 
of beauty, function and sustainability 
has earned the praise and confidence of 
architects, designers and building owners  
around the globe.

Xorel is a polyethylene textile built on 
the strength of its core yarn; it delivers 
remarkable durability and ease of 
maintenance without any added coatings  
or finishes. From hotels to healthcare,  
offices to schools and beyond; Xorel is  
the gold standard of high performance 
interior textiles.

Xorel is third-party certified, lab tested and 
installation proven assuring every client 
the highest performing, safest and most 
environmentally responsible textile on the 
market. The one and only Xorel by Carnegie 
brand is backed by the unmatched service 
and integrity of the company that created it.
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